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Abstract
A key source of innovation is collaboration of actors within and between
organizations. A deeper understanding of the relations between innovation and
collaboration implies revealing the linkages between various types of
communication structures and innovation success. In our contribution we
empirically explore how intra-organizational network communication structures
influence the success of innovation projects. To do that we run a cross-case
analysis of 4 German medium-sized mechanical engineering companies, which
are successful innovators and market leaders. First, drawing on 57 guidelineoriented interviews we map network communication structures developed by
project participants of each company in the product innovation process. Second,
we identify profiles of companies’ innovation success categorized in ‘economic’,
‘technical’, ‘social’, and ‘organizational’ dimensions. Third, comparing the cases,
we look for interdependencies between the dimensions of innovation success
and specific network configurations using such measures as centrality and
centralization, constraint, density, as well as the relation of strong and weak ties,
both for formal and informal communication structures. The results question the
existing consensuses and show that sometimes a large amount of
communication lowers success in innovation, decentralization does not always
benefit innovation projects, while higher constraint levels may raise the
innovativeness of actors. We also establish which actors take the key positions in
the communication networks of successfully innovating companies. Additionally,
we discuss the results of correlation and regression analysis carried out to give
an insight into the relations between informal and formal networks and the
success of innovation projects.
Keywords: communication, collaboration, network, structure, innovation,
project, success profile, organization, mechanical engineering, Germany
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1. Introduction
Collaboration networks within and between organizations are known to be
one of the most important drivers of innovation (Chesbrough 2006; Porter et al.
2005; Ritter, Gemuenden 2003; Zirulia 2009; !"#$% 2010; &'('(" ' )*. 2012).
In most cases, innovation involves information exchange through communication
(!"#$% 2008). An extensive research stream has been established over the past
years analyzing the role of informal and formal communication in organizations
(Bolte & Porschen 2006), the boundaries of (formal) information and knowledge
exchange in product development processes (Carlile 2002; 2004), and the
strengths of self-organized feedback and “bargaining” cycles to secure the
success of the development process (Bolte 2000). It is now widely recognized
that within organizations innovation work involves the emergence of very
complex settings of communicative interactions between the innovation actors:
individuals in different organizational units and whole organizational units
themselves. Understanding the relation between (communicative) collaboration
in organizations and innovation implies revealing the linkages between various
configurations of intra-organizational network communication structures and
innovation success.
A wide range of research has been done on inter-organizational innovation
networks (see e.g.: de Man 2008; Malerba 2009; Hargadon and Sutton 1997),
but surprisingly there is scarce research on how inter-personal network
communication within organizations influences innovations (a few examples may
be: Burt 2005; Hansen 1999, 2002; Ibarra 1993), in spite of the widely
recognized fact that innovation work usually involves collaboration (LeonardBarton 1995). More specifically, there is no research on how different
characteristics of inter-personal network communication structures in
organizations are linked to innovation success. Nevertheless, there is a body of
related literature in network research, innovation studies and organizational
studies, which may give hints on where to search for insights. These approaches
provide a basis for filling the existing research gap – which we attempt to do in
this paper.
First, we overview the body of related literature in network research,
innovation studies and organizational studies looking for properties of
communication structures that are recognized as crucial for innovation success.
Second, we describe our empirical strategy, method and techniques used in our
empirical study to organize the research in general, collect the data, evaluate
innovation success profiles, and also to map and analyze communication
network structures of the companies. Third, the empirical part of this study is to
broadly outline the impact different features of intra-organizational network
communication structures may have on the success of innovation projects in
order to provide a ground for further systematic research. We therefore describe
our findings grouped according to different network measures influencing
innovation success. Finally, the findings are discussed in the broad context of
4
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assumptions and consensuses existing in the literature.

2. Theoretical background
One of the most important groups of issues for innovation social network
studies is related to the centrality parameter. At least when it comes to product
development, better results are shown by the teams who are higher in closeness
centrality and thus are able to reach necessary knowledge in the fastest ways
(Hansen 2002). Thus, higher centrality (in the informal network) gives more
opportunities to those actors who are more central. Besides, centrality giving
access and control over valued resources is shown to be a significant predictor of
innovation involvement (Ibarra 1993). Which actors should be involved more and
get more communicative opportunities within the innovation process? Or should
communication be distributed more or less evenly between different units
participating in the innovation project, as some researchers argue (Love 2001. P.
187) in opposition to the traditional economics perspective (that the innovation
process should be centered on a few key actors such as R&D)? With a different
analysis on communication structures H. Leavitt (1951) has shown that
structures with low levels of closeness centrality, and which have no leader,
show intensive interaction, low speed of problem solving but high satisfaction of
individuals. However, the situation changes when task complexity grows:
structures with lower levels of closeness centrality appear to be the fastest
problem solvers, while still being best in terms of interaction intensiveness and
high individuals’ satisfaction (Shaw, 1954). According to a later study by
M. Loosemore (1998), high closeness centralization strongly correlates with the
efficiency of a company’s reaction to crisis. Taking into consideration that
innovation is a sort of ‘creative destruction’ and innovating is a high-risk
enterprise, it might be argued that closeness centralization correlates with
innovation projects efficiency as well.
Another important issue is the concept of constraint. This summary
measure reflects how much of ego's connections are to those actors who are
closely connected to one another, directly or through some hierarchical center.
Suggested by R. Burt (see: Burt 1992, p. 26-27), the concept of network
constraint is based on the idea that actors with fewer connections to those which
are closer interconnected with each other do not get as many opportunities to
create new creative combinations of ideas and resources (and thus to innovate).
Because of the ties between their communication partners they receive
homogeneous information, and are thus informationally constrained. Structural
holes, which are essential for variety to exist, are eliminated, thus making the
network not more, but less innovative and unable to create new combinations of
knowledge and resources. It is important that Burt shows, that constraint
negatively influences not only the early stages of the innovation process, but the
later stages of innovation project implementation as well (Burt 2004, 2005).
E. Rosenthal (1997) confirms this result, by showing that teams with higher group
constraint, no matter how group constraint is measured, are lower performing
5
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teams. According to these views, structural holes and brokerage (e.g., related to
technology transfer) positively influence innovation: they enable ideas of higher
quality and networks of lower constraint (Burt 2004; Burt 2005). A different
opinion is argued by D. Stark who analyses network relations between
entrepreneurs and points out that brokerage hinders the emergence of new ties
and thus of new ideas (Stark 2009); and G. Ahuja argues that an increasing
number of structural holes can have a negative effect on innovation as it can
inhibit the development of trust to effectively collaborate (Ahuja 2000). Thus, it is
questionable, whether higher or lower levels of constraint are favorable to
achieve innovation success.
It is further to be considered how formal and informal network structures
influence innovation success. There is a scholarly consensus that informal
organizational networks play a critical role in innovation processes (Aiken et al.
1980; Allen 1984; Burt 1982). As H. Ibarra (1993) has shown, informal intraorganizational network communication structures are more critical than formal
structures when innovation projects are run. Recent empirical studies
demonstrate how formalized communication processes can hinder collaboration
(Porschen 2008) and even delay innovation processes (Pfeiffer 2010). Literature
on the effects of technical product development processes acknowledges the
power of informal communication structures, but writers also clearly value a
formal organization of innovation processes as decisive for overall quality and
efficiency (Wördenwerber & Wickord 2007; Lindemann 2007). In short, most
studies focus on either formal or informal communication processes,
emphasizing their particular strength in innovation. However, some authors
consider both types of communication networks; for example it might be argued
that, just like matching of formal and informal inter-organizational ties, matching
of formal and informal network structures within organizations is positive for
innovation (Fischer 2006, p. 147). Thus, the question arises, which mixture or
setting of informal and formal communication structure is favorable?
In addition, the proportion of weak and strong ties preferable for success
in the innovation projects deserves attention. On the one hand, as the widely
recognized research by M. Granovetter has shown, weak ties are necessary for
novel ideas to occur. A high density of weak ties is thus preferable to generate
innovations (Swan et al., 2003, p. 685). On the other hand, the empirical
research on inter-organizational ties shows that knowledge transfer (which is of
vital importance for innovations to occur) requires strong ties between the
partners (Inkpen & Dinur 1998). This is probably so for inter-personal ties as well:
as demonstrated by M. Hansen (1999), more successful knowledge search
within organizations is made through weak ties, while complex knowledge
transfer requires strong ties (Hansen 1999). Thus, it is questionable, whether
higher or lower levels of average tie strength are preferable for the success of
innovation projects.
A more general question may be asked: does the amount of (informal and
formal) communication influence innovation and how? Is it better to develop more
6
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or less ties to achieve innovation success? Is higher or lower communication
network density preferable? Or do innovations within organizations analogously
to inter-organizational networks benefit from the so-called “small world structure”
(Cowan & Jonard 2003; Verspagen 2004; Coleman 1990; Burt 1992; Cowan
2005)? There has been a long research tradition examining the extent of
communication and its effect on product development and innovation success. In
the late seventies, Allen (1977) analyzed how communication flows and
(interpersonal) communication structures impact on product development efforts.
Since then, this focus on internal and external information gathering and
processing has been augmented by many researchers: Ancona and Bresman
studied how internal communication, joined with external information, make
product development teams successful (2005), Wegner was looking for the
reasons why informal communication networks are crucial for knowledge transfer
within and between companies (1998), Katz and Tushman focused on how
communication structures in innovation processes should be organized in
informal networks to communicate effectively (1981). The basic insights from
these different research streams can be summarized best with the following
statement: “more information is better, more communication is better, and more
team strategies are better” (Carlile 2002: 444).
In summary, the overview of the body of related literature in network
research, innovation studies and organizational studies indicates that a spectrum
of different properties of communication structures may be crucial for innovation
success: various types of centrality and centralization, constraint, average tie
strength, network density, relations between formal and informal networks. The
empirical research of this paper is to analyze how these properties influence
innovation success.

3. Empirical strategy and methods
Due to the open and exploratory character of our study, a qualitative
research design was chosen based on guideline-oriented interviews, following
the multiple-case study strategy. The case study design regards the fact, that
innovation processes cannot be analyzed decoupled from their organizational
and environmental context, e.g. the trend towards formalization or the economic
crisis during the time of data collection (Yin 1993, 2009). According to the
multiple-case study strategy, the company cases should either replicate each
other exactly or be systematically different (Yin 1993). Considering the objectives
of this paper, which aims to explain the relations between innovation success
and network communication structures, it was crucial to minimize the differences
in other features of the cases which might produce variety in additional factors
influencing innovation success. To ensure a replication of cases we secured
identical key characteristics of the companies using the following criteria: cultural
background (location), industrial sector, organizational structure, product
portfolio, High-Tech strategy. These selection criteria were met by case data
collected between 2008 and 2010 as part of the study Smart Innovation, a
7
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research project based on multiple-case study strategy which aimed to identify
activators and hindrances of innovation and to explore how to integrate relevant
knowledge from each work station into the innovation process1.
The company cases were chosen from the same industrial sector of one
country – the German mechanical engineering sector. This is one of the most
important and largest industries in Germany, with more than 931 000 employees
working in over 6 100 companies (VDMA 2012). The mechanical engineering
sector is known to produce high-tech and innovative products, which can be
evidenced by the percentage of turnover in the sector made with new or
significantly improved products (28 percent), the spending of 12 billion Euros on
innovation in 2010 or the continuous extraordinary export rate of 76 percent in
2011 (Ibid. 2012). To ensure that the company cases represent typical
characteristics of organizations in the sector, several structural factors were
considered, such as educational and training background of employees,
vocational training activities for employees, the companies’ manufacturing
strategy (i.e. single product or small series production), export rate, product
portfolio, legal form and business organization.
At the same time, we intended to draw a general trend with our cases by
using the vanguard model. The selection of vanguard companies focuses on
organizations, which represent a “comprehensive set of business practices”
(Kanter 2009: 26). These very often outperform other companies of their industry
and set standards, values or principles for peers. The analysis of vanguard
organizations therefore enables the identification of general trends and
developments within industrial sectors. Because other companies of the same
industry are likely to follow vanguard models, the empirical results possess a
higher potential for generalization. As the mechanical engineering industry is
structured in 32 subsectors, which more generally can be grouped in five
categories (Kalkowski & Manske 1993), five vanguard company cases, which
stand for the branch categories, were included in the study “Smart Innovation”.
To validate the vanguard status of the company cases, sectoral and industrial
experts were interviewed. However, one of these cases had to be excluded from
the current study due to major differences in several structural factors and thus,
incompatibility, in terms of communication network analysis. The remaining four
companies qualified for replicating multiple-cases to be used further (Yin 1993).
In the company case studies a three level data collection procedure was
followed (Pfeiffer et al. 2012). First, management representatives from all
departments selected an exemplary product innovation process for the case
study in an initial workshop. Second, project participants in the particular
innovation processes (NME1-ME4=59; Noverall=71) were interviewed to reconstruct

1

The study Smart Innovation was funded by the Federal Ministry for Education and Research
(BMBF) and the European Social Fund (ESF) and supervised by the German Aerospace Center
(DLR). Ref. no. 01FM08020).
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the activities for the innovation2. Third, the results of interview analysis were
validated in feedback-workshops with the interview partners and management
representatives. The replication of this procedure was important to analyze the
effect of the context variable communication structure on the product innovation
success (Farquhar 2012).
To explore how formal and informal communication networks affect
innovation project success we used the following research procedure.
First, the companies’ innovation project success profiles were constructed
including several variables in order to ensure a comprehensive classification
scheme based on four dimensions (Hauschildt & Salomon 2007):
The technological dimension, including the following criteria: use of a
new process or technology in order to produce the product innovation,
advancement of technological quality at the time of market launch (this means
that, at the time the product was launched, the product innovation has no
competitor on a global range in terms of its level of technological advancement),
technology transfer across departments and accomplishment of functional and
quality profile of the product.
The organizational dimension, including the following criteria: impact of
the innovation process on the business organization or management, which
indicates whether the innovation process came along with a change in the
business organization or management strategy. Further criteria are impact on
business strategy, degree of organizational learning from the innovation process
and collaboration with new business partners.
The economic dimension, including the following criteria: Marketing
success of the product innovation, acquisition of new industries or markets,
timeframe plan and cost plan met.
The social dimension, including the following criteria: positive external
impact of the innovation process in the economic, ecological, cultural,
2

The focus on the key innovation project participants matches two strategic reasons. First, the
most important project participants represent very knowledgeable and experienced personnel,
because they accompanied the innovation process continuously from the very beginning until
market entry. They know all details of the innovation activities and collaboration processes from
first hand. They also function as inter- and intra-departmental contact persons. The role of the key
actors was validated, by asking our interview partners: Who should be interviewed next to find out
more about the innovation process? Second, our research design regards the stringent time
schedules and resources in the companies and ensures integration into the daily workflow. A full
survey, including all employees, who were involved in the selected innovation process, would
have superseded the organizations’ resources for the study. Consequently, the indicated
communication networks exclude absolute numbers in our data, or comparison with different
company samples. Yet, the comparison between the selected company cases is ensured by an
identical empirical procedure and data collection method.
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technological or social sphere. Further criteria for the social dimension relate to
the employees situation in the companies: self-fulfillment of the innovation project
participants, the continuum of experienced distress-eustress at work, selfevaluation of the innovation success and recognition of the employees’
performance.
The assessment procedure for the criteria and dimensions followed the
evaluation method suggested by (Hauschildt & Salomo 2007: 538-542) which is
being executed by outside experts (also compare Buergermeister & Habler
(2010) for the assessment of soft or indirect effects on innovation). The majority
of variables for innovation success were measured on an ordinal scale, which
were translated into an interval scale ranging from 1 (lowest possible value) to 5
(highest possible value).
Second, communication network structures within the cases were mapped
using data collected through a mix of interview-questions and visualization
elements. Since all companies have some differences in organizational
structures and department names (e.g., one company assigns product portfolio
management to a department called product management, whereas a different
company sees this function as part of the (technical) sales department), to
ensure comparability between the cases during the interview process we used a
general model of the product life cycle, based on the model of the German
Engineering Federation (see Fig 1; Wühr et al. 2012a). Within the model, each
phase represents a universal function in the product life cycle and the individuals
assigned to these functions comprise teams that can be named ‘process
owners’. In our study these process owners were considered as network actors.
In the beginning, we showed the interviewees the product-life-cycle model and
asked them to locate themselves within it according to their function in the
innovation project. This way all the interviewed innovation project participants
could be grouped into specific process owners and thus comprised network
actors.

Fig 1. – Generalized, sector-specific product-life-cycle-model

A set of questions was used to determine formal and informal cooperation
between the process owners during the innovation process (Pfeiffer et al. 2012).
To determine formal cooperation it was asked: “Please mark on the product-lifecycle-model with whom you cooperated during the innovation process. Please
name the person and corresponding process in the product-life-cycle. Which of
these contacts were organized in formal or regular settings, such as official
meetings?”. To determine informal cooperation streams it was asked: “Which of
these contacts were informal, on a personal basis? Whom did you contact
10
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whenever the work-flow required it, e.g., when sudden problems occur? Whom
did you contact to speed up processes outside of the formal structure?”. The
interviewees were asked to draw these communication ties on the visual productlife-cycle model. As a result, eight undirected graphs reflecting network
communication structures of each of the four companies were built, where nodes
are the process owners, and edges are the ties of communicative collaboration
between them. Four of the graphs map formal communication structures while
the other four describe the structures of informal communication.
To determine the innovation activities and further potentials in the
innovation process, the interviewees were also asked to mark on the visual
product-life-cycle model, which of the process owners were involved in the
innovation activities and to what extent. We further asked them to mark which
process owners should have been involved (more) to improve or enhance the
innovation activities.
Third, the key properties of communication networks indicated in the
theoretical background section were measured for each cases’ network. These
can be divided in two groups: (1) ego (measures characterizing actors' network
position) and (2) whole-network (measures characterizing network as a whole).
These were calculated separately for (1) informal networks and (2) formal
networks. After that, formal and informal networks are compared3. The following
ego measures were considered: degree centrality (Freeman's)4, closeness
centrality (Freeman's), betweenness centrality (Freeman's) and constraint5. As to
the whole-network measures, the following were calculated: density, average
number of ties between actors6, degree centralization7, closeness centralization,
betweenness centralization, connectedness, average tie strength, average
distance, network size8, compactness and fragmentation. For formal and informal
networks comparison QAP regression and QAP correlation procedures were
applied to dichotomized graphs of each companies’ formal and informal
networks. Then the differences in absolute and relative network measures of the
cases were compared with the differences in their innovation project success
profiles scaled (technological, organizational, economic, social and overall)
searching for dependencies between network measures levels and various types
of innovation project success. The quantitative calculations were complemented
by a qualitative analysis of the network structures aiming to explain the role of
3

UCINET was used for all network calculations and visual modeling (Borgatti, Everett and
Freeman 2002)

4

Calculated for valued graphs – tie strength was considered.

5

Calculated for dichotomized graph – tie strength was not considered.

6

Calculated for valued graphs – tie strength was considered.

7

Calculated for valued graphs – tie strength was considered.

8

Actors (basing on individual actors mentioned in interviews), non-valued ties, valued ties (tie
strength considered).
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network clusters and structural holes in innovation success profiles (based on
expert evaluations and interview data). In addition, ego properties of actors in
communication structures were compared to their involvement and the further
innovation potential of the respective process owners.

4. Research Findings
4.1. Innovation Profiles
In this subsection we will describe and compare the innovation profiles of
the companies and outline similarities and differences in the dimensions. Fig. 2
shows the results of indexing procedure of four companies: ME1–ME49. The
figure demonstrates that overall scores of the companies are very close to one
another. ME2 scoring the highest (3.41), followed by ME3 (3.35), third is ME1
(3.24) and fourth is ME4 (3.00). Overall scores come from calculation of average
scores in four dimensions, usually used to explain collaboration and networking
in the innovation processes (Müller-Prothmann 2005: 118-119): technological,
organizational, economic and social. These, in turn, are calculated as average
from a number of criteria. Further we will describe and compare the innovation
profiles of the companies, as well as outline similarities and differences in the
dimensions.
Fig. 2 reveals that all companies are very strong in the technological
dimension with the least deviation between the firms. The most successful
companies are ME1 and ME3 (both 4.25), ME2 and ME4 are less successful
(both 4.00). The average of all companies in this category is 4.13.

Fig 2. – Innovation project success profiles of companies ME1 to ME4

9

For the reasons of anonymity company or individuals’ names and product specific details are
not being revealed.
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Average scores in the dimensions are: Technological (4.13) Organizational (3.75),
Economic (3.13), Social (2.25). The difference from the average range in Technological (0.25),
Organizational (1.75), Economic (1.75) and Social (1.4).

All companies either used a new process or a new technology to realize
the product innovation with little deviation in the extent of the use. The top scores
in the criteria advancement of technological quality on the time of market launch
demonstrate that all companies of our sample are technological leaders in their
markets. Two companies, ME1 and ME2, could still reveal more potential in two
criteria of the technological dimension. ME2 scores very high except for the
criteria technology transfer across departments (2.00). In spite of the fact that the
idea for the technological innovation originated in this company, as well as the
main actions for its realization, the scores in this criteria are low because the
decisive technical component of the product stems from an external innovation
from a supplier. The internal technology transfer across departments therefore
was limited. ME1 was facing difficulties accomplishing the functional and quality
profile of the product with their innovation. The low scores in this criteria (2.00)
have to do with the product innovation being an entry into a new market. In the
initial phase of the innovation process, the company did not yet have the
necessary technical experience in this new industrial area, which resulted in
fundamental redesign work. In addition, initial customer’s requirements were not
specified to the necessary extent, while the requirements were indicated and also
changed later in the innovation process. Further major challenges stemmed from
a required design-freeze at a certain stage of the innovation process and the
obligation to stay within the initial tight cost and time frame. Despite extensive
recovery actions the technological challenges could not be resolved completely
under these circumstances.
The organizational and economic dimensions show the most deviation
across the firms. Average scores in the organizational dimension are higher
(3.75) than in the economic dimension (3.13). The most successful profile in the
organizational dimension is ME1 (4.75) the least successful is ME2 (3.0). In the
economic dimension ME2 is most successful (4.0), whereas ME4 (2.25) shows
most potential for improvement in this category.
An interesting case is organizational criteria leader: company ME1, which
has top scores in three criteria: impact on business organization/management,
impact on business strategy and organizational learning. It also reaches 4 out of
5 scores in the new collaboration partners criteria. In the technological dimension
we laid out the challenges in the realization of product innovation. On the
organizational level the innovation had many positive results for ME1. The
decision for this product innovation opened up a completely new business field –
including an expansion of the company. Becoming a player in this new industry
also meant learning about the conditions and requirements in the sector, and
using this new knowledge and experience in ME1’s other business activities.
Furthermore the business strategy of ME1 changed radically from a short-term
profit orientation to a more strategic approach. It has been decided, that for this
13
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particular activity the immediate sales of the product should not be the decisive
innovation criteria, but the long-term turnover through the after-sales-service.
During the innovation process new organizational and computer-aided process
standards were developed and applied. These standards, e.g. in product quality,
serve now as model-processes for other product categories. Additionally to these
internally initiated process-developments the company also learned to integrate
and cope with (at times conflicting) organizational standards determined by the
customer. New collaboration partners were most of all the new customers. In the
initial phase of the innovation process ME1 intended to maintain their supplier
relationships with their known partners. Due to the specific requirements of the
new industrial sector this strategy could not be maintained. As a consequence,
some suppliers had to be qualified and many others had to be replaced with new
collaboration partnerships.
In contrast to ME1, ME2 shows a rather different profile in the
organizational dimension – and as a result a lower index. The impact on the
business strategy as well as the impact on business organization/management
indexes are low, because the observed innovation process follows similar
business models and strategies as the company’s previous innovation
processes. Organizational learning index of the company is quite high, since
during the product innovation ME2 implemented a new formalized innovation
process. The lessons learned refer to the know-how of the new practices and
more importantly: to the recognition of the drawbacks and malfunctions of these
new process standards. One drawback mentioned by the interviewees was for
example, that after completion of an innovation process regular evaluation circles
are organized. However, this information is not being systematically used or
internally processed, but rather documented and filed. The score on new
collaboration partners index is highest in ME2, since the selection of and the
collaboration with a completely new supplier was the decisive point for the
successful realization of this product innovation.
When it comes to the economic dimension, ME2 is much stronger than all
the other companies: the time and cost plans were met and the customers
accepted the product very well (marketing success), which resulted in good sales
numbers. However, the clientele consists mainly of traditional customers and
addresses mainly the company’s traditional markets, so no new markets were
conquered. ME4, by contrast, shows the weakest profile in the economic
dimension, and there are good reasons for that. The real innovation costs
considerably exceeded the cost plan and the initial time-frame of the product
innovation could not be kept up with. A lot of time was lost in the initial phase of
the innovation process because of de- and re-prioritization, shifting and
temporarily outsourcing the manpower working on the product. The time loss
could not be compensated later in the innovation process. Similarly to ME2 the
buyers of the observed product are mainly traditional customers, especially since
this particular industrial field consists of very few market players. The marketing
success was indexed as moderate due to two main reasons. First, while in terms
of mere sales numbers the product is doing fine, the customer satisfaction of this
14
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necessary yet complex supplemental unit shows a lot of potential for
improvement. Second, the product faces severe image problems, because the
often low qualified machine handlers on the costumers’ production sites have
difficulties managing the complex settings and functions.
With less deviation and following the same tendency all companies score
quite low in the social dimension (average 2.25). The low success is common
for all the companies in social categories. The first aspect that attracts attention
is that the companies’ product innovations all have a low positive external impact
(economic, cultural, social or technological), with only one exception (ME3). This
result is notable, since many products in the mechanical engineering sector
prove that social aspects of innovation are being regarded (VDMA 2010)10. A
possible rationale for that may be that three of the four product innovations we
researched were developed as reactions towards specific market and costumer
needs: reducing manufacturing time, increasing features and automation. The
customers obtained an advantage on the economic side using the products, yet
the positive external impact of these three products is limited to economic
benefits in most cases. Only one product addresses broader benefits in societal
and ecologic aspects. We can conclude, that there is still a lot of potential for
mechanical engineering companies to use other sources for inputs in product
innovation (ecological, social and even technological).
The other criteria in the social dimension cover the impact of the
innovation process on personnel of the companies. The employees’ evaluation of
these criteria is highly interrelated with the success in technological, economic
and organizational dimensions. As for continuum distress-eustress, the stress
situation is quite similar in all four companies, and it is experienced as distress
mainly because of three reasons11. First, the effort and hard work of the
innovation actors is not being followed by any success or reward structures
within the companies. Second, if an innovation process is typically characterized
by phases of moderate and high work intensity, this is not the case in the
10

There are numerous opportunities for product innovation considering major societal
developments like demographic change, climate change, etc. To name some examples, the
sustainable energy sector, resource and material efficient manufacturing technology, new mobility
concepts like E-Mobility or systems for waste treatment and recycling show that the mechanical
engineering sector has long proven to be an enabler for social and sustainable innovation. Not
surprisingly environment and energy policy is one of the focal points for the German engineering
association (VDMA).
11

The surveyed distress situation is experienced by all innovation actors no regards of age,
qualification level or work content. Assessing the average stress situation takes into consideration
that short-term changes in the working or living circumstances can affect the stress level
temporarily. During our survey e.g. the companies experienced a dramatic up and down in market
situation: in the beginning of our research the companies suffered from a lack of qualified
technical experts on the labor market, whilst in 2009 the firms started struggling with the
enormous impacts of the economic crisis. However, the interviews reflect specifically the average
stress tendency over the past years and not temporary or cyclical influences.
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surveyed firms. Phases of workload peaks are following each other back to back,
so that innovation actors do not have sufficient means for recuperation. Finally,
other necessary occupations like clarifying processes, documenting chores,
meetings and ‘inherited burdens’, take so much capacity from innovation actors
that there is not sufficient time to accomplish core tasks during working hours
(Wühr et al 2012).
Despite all the similarities, the results in the social dimension vary across
the companies. Further we will explain the indexes making ME1 score quite low
on all social aspects, whereas ME2 showed the highest scores in the social
dimension. As mentioned above, the innovation in ME1 faced difficulties in
accomplishing the functional and quality profile of the product. These difficulties
also left an impact on the social dimension. The moderate accomplishment of the
functional and quality profile and the remaining technical flaws of the product
result in a low self-evaluation of the innovation success by the innovation project
participants. To make matters worse, the recognition of the peoples’ individual
performance was coupled to the financial success of the product rather than to
the individual effort and achievement. As the economic situation reveals, ME1
does not make immediate profit on the sales of the product. As a consequence,
the project does not have a good reputation within the company. Rumors and
bad image reflect on the involved staff so that the self-fulfillment of the project
participants is very low12.
In comparison to the other companies ME2 has high scores in the social
dimension, with 2.8 out of 5 possible points yet at a moderate result. The two
criteria – positive external impact and continuum distress-eustress – reveal
potential for improvement. In fact ME2 shows the worst distress situation of all
firms. The reasons for the high stress level are multifaceted, yet there is some
indication that the process structure within in the company is one important
factor: during the studied product innovation process ME2 implemented a
complex standardization of innovation processes, oriented to the Stage-GateProcess, along with organizational restructuring, which ME3 and ME4 had
already done earlier. Also ME1 started introducing these processes to some
degree and more as a reaction to requirements of a customer’s supply chain
quality control. As a matter of fact, the implemented processes immensely
increased the additional workload (documenting chores, meetings, clarifying
responsibilities, etc.) of the innovation actors in ME2 – leaving even less time for
innovation related tasks. A further effect of the introduced standardization is a
divergence between the theoretical process objects and the reality of the working
situation on site. To cope with this divergence and their dysfunctions, the
personnel constantly applied elaborate counter actions. The following interview
12

The continuum distress-eustress points out, that innovation project participants in ME1 are
overall very stressed and strained. In addition to the above outlined three reasons the project
team in ME1 was continuously undermanned, also in critical phases of the innovation process.
Furthermore the team experienced a frequent member change and no strategic team-building
process.
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quote of an engineer working in ME2’s R&D department summarizes the
underlying complications:
The processes are not appropriate to the work. Or the complexity has increased
to such an extent that it just cannot be represented in a process of that kind. Or
the people who have tried to make the processes don’t know how to approach it.
And oddly enough, and this is noticeable, the people who deal with processes
are always outsiders with no knowledge of the area. And they come along and,
okay, they talk to people, but so much knowledge is unspoken, it’s in your
unconscious mind and you’re not aware that you know it, and normally in life you
just use it and don’t give it another thought – you simply have to know it to be
able to do your job properly. That can’t all be packed into a process.

The negative consequences of the process implementation on the stresslevel of the innovation project participants can be seen in all companies, most
clearly, however, in ME2. The implementation of the formalized innovation
processes, as any fundamental organizational restructuring, takes a long time.
Therefore not all new process elements were effective during the studied product
innovation, but many old practices were still alive. Strikingly it is due to the
previous, more experience-based and hands-on practices that the criteria selfevaluation of innovation success, self-fulfillment of the innovation project
participants, and recognition are high in ME2 with 4 points each.
ME2’s success in the social dimension has deep roots in smart process
(self-)organization. The initiation of the product innovation process in ME2 was
done by a small group of people from such departments as R&D, After Sales
Service and Sales during a creative workshop. The basic technical solution for
the product innovation also emerged in this workshop. To realize the technical
solution, an external partner was needed. In the selection process for the
supplier the technical experts of ME2’s R&D played a lead part. The direct
collaboration, certain autonomy in decision-making, and the self-initiation of
necessary actions were rewarded also with a successful product innovation. The
very fast and the proficient innovation process of only two years was enabled by
following the logics of the system’s self-organization and using optimal
involvement of all departments such as Engineering, Production&Assembly,
Supply Chain Quality, After Sales Service, etc.
Interestingly, the company which was most successful in the social
dimension has gained the highest overall score. The scores are very close to
one another with ME2 scoring the highest (3.41), followed by ME3 (3.35), third is
ME1 (3.24) and fourth is ME4 (3.00). It appears that the economic and social
dimensions of the innovation success have made the game on the ranking of
overall innovation success. Surprisingly, those who didn’t lead in organizational
and technological dimensions won the overall rivalry, because in terms of
organizational and technological advancement all companies were more or less
successful, while only the ones who were also stronger in social and economic
dimensions, having smoother profiles and balancing all the dimensions,
appeared most successful overall.
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4.2. Network Properties and Innovation Project Success
4.2.1. Centrality and centralization
Centrality and centralization appeared to be the most fruitful measures for
findings. For each company’s informal network and formal network we measured
three types of centrality: Freeman’s degree centrality (how many ties each
process owner has to others), Freeman's closeness centrality (how many
intermediary connections each process owner has to go through to contact every
other process owner in the network), and betweenness centrality (how often each
process owner lies in the shortest path connecting each pair of process owners
in the network). Besides, degree centralization, closeness centralization and
betweenness centralization of the whole networks were measured. All these
measures were analyzed to consider how much dominance a communication
network should contain to maximize the innovation project success and which
players should be influential actors in the network.
What comes into attention first is that R&D and Production&Assembly
(P&A) have the highest degree centrality, always having respectively 1st and 2nd
highest degree level in informal and most formal networks. This can be noticed
even through bare observation of network diagrams (see: Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). It is
probably a characteristic for successful innovators (especially those in the
German mechanical engineering industry) that R&D and P&A are the most
central communication actors during the innovation process. Most
communication is geared from their departments making them very influential
actors in the process. This finding is supported if we consider overall involvement
of process owners in the innovation process and also their unused innovation
potential (see: Fig. 5). Analysis clearly reveals that R&D and P&A are considered
the main innovation drivers.
Additionally, we notice a strong informal communication stream between
R&D and P&A in all four companies. This communication stream represents
intense collaboration, where collaboration options are often based on personal
contacts and occur when the work situation requires. Nevertheless, it is often
reported by companies' employees, that there is a structural hole between R&D
and Production Assembly. So representatives of both process owners desire
even more communication, than there is now.
Although both R&D and P&A are highly central, they are unequal in
centrality and consequently – have unequal power within the innovation process.
In addition, analysis reveals that despite the high centrality of P&A and the strong
communication stream between the two process owners, the innovation potential
of P&A is less used than that of R&D (see: Fig. 5), In more general terms, the
degree of innovation potential being used declines with the later stages in the
innovation process. In other words the later the process owners are in the
innovation chain, the more unused potential there is. The major reason for this
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decline is that R&D is traditionally defined as the main actor of innovation. After
product development the innovation process is still described in formal
processes, yet R&D members usually consider their part in the innovation
process as terminated. Meanwhile, the following process owners still have
innovation tasks ahead, which require input and updating from R&D, but R&D
cannot always provide them with the necessary priority.

Fig 3. – Centrality in informal communication networks
Process-owners: 1. Sales; 2. Product Planning/Design; 3. Research and Development; 4.
Process Planning; 5. Supply; 6. P&A; 7. Service. Nodes size proportional to degree centrality
(connections). Connections weight proportional to number of ties between process owners.
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Fig 4. – Centrality in formal communication networks
Process-owners: 1. Sales; 2. Product Planning/Design; 3. Research and Development; 4.
Process Planning; 5. Supply; 6. P&A; 7. Service. Nodes size proportional to degree centrality
(connections). Connections weight proportional to number of ties between process owners.

Fig 5. – Overall involvement (white circles) and unused innovation potential (black circles)
of process-owners in the innovation process (Chart compare Pfeiffer et al. 2012)
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Fig 6. – Constraint of P&A in the informal communication networks
Process-owners: 1. Sales; 2. Product Planning/Design; 3. Research and Development; 4.
Process Planning; 5. Supply; 6. P&A; 7. Service.

Another indicator for unequal power distribution between R&D and P&A is
the initiation of communication. This interview statement stems from a processowner in P&A of ME1 and sums up the relationship:
There is a strong collaboration between R&D and assembly. But most of the time
it is up to us from assembly to approach R&D and not vice versa. So we are
collaborating a lot with R&D, but R&D is not collaborating with us. That is the
best way to put it.
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Fig 7. – Company-specific involvement (white circles) and unused innovation potential
(black circles) of process owners in the innovation process
Process-owners: 1. Sales; 2. Product Planning Design; 3. Research and Development; 4.
Process Planning; 5. Supply; 6. P&A; 7. Service. Nodes size proportional to degree centrality
(connections). Connections weight proportional to number of ties between process owners.

One more observation on centrality is that successful innovators almost
always have R&D and P&A of highest closeness centrality in their informal
networks (up to 100.00% of ME4 R&D), which means they are in most cases in
shortest communicative distance from other process owners (see: Fig. 3). Thus,
we see that high relative closeness centrality of R&D and P&A comparing to
other process owners in informal communication network appears positive for
overall and economic innovation project success (1).
However, as the analysis shows, too high levels of R&D closeness
centrality in the informal network lower innovation project success: the higher the
measure of closeness centrality, the lower is innovation project success (ME2:
31.57%, ME3: 46.15%, ME 1: 50.00%, ME4: 100.00%). In other words, high
absolute closeness centrality of R&D in the informal communication network
seems negative for overall and economic innovation project success (2). Thus, it
appears effective to have R&D and P&A in shortest communicative distance from
other process owners, but it is not helpful to make R&D too close to others.
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Moreover, when absolute numbers of connections are taken, the company
which is least successful overall and in the economic dimension has the highest
(maximum high) average closeness centrality of Sales, R&D, Product Planning
and P&A, whereas the overall and economic leader has the lowest (both in
informal and formal networks). The other two companies’ positions question a
connection between closeness centrality and innovation success; however, they
are never high. Weighted numbers do not always match it, but the least
successful company always has the highest average closeness centrality, even
when weighted. So, high closeness centrality does not seem to be effective for
R&D and all other actors. Thus we have an argument that high average
closeness centrality in communication network may be negative for overall and
economic innovation project success (3).
Additionally, it appeared that the smaller the difference in informal network
closeness centrality between the process owners (the more similar measures of
closeness centrality they have), the higher (proportionally) is overall and
economic innovation success. In other words, more equal distribution of
closeness centrality between the process owners is a scheme that works for
innovation project success. Thus, we can assume that gap size in closeness
centrality between the process owners in the informal network is inversely related
to overall and economic innovation project success (4).
Another finding is on average degree centrality. We found that ME4, least
successful overall and in the economic dimension, has the highest average
degree centrality of its process owners both in formal and informal networks,
while the overall and economic leader, ME2, has the lowest average formal
network degree centrality. However, the other two companies’ (ME1 and ME3)
positions question any relation. Nevertheless, both have rather low formal
network average degree centrality. This finding implies the thesis that successful
innovators have few formal ‘stars’ and not too many ties by all means. Thus, it
may be said that lower levels of average degree centrality distributed in the
formal communication network appeared positive for overall and economic
innovation project success (5).
While high average formal degree centrality (the medium of all actor's
formal network ego degree centralities) appeared negatively related to overall
and economic innovation project success, high formal network degree
centralization (the extent to which network ties are focused on a few actors)
appeared positive for these. Moreover, formal network degree centralization
(calculated by connections, not ties) is indicating a link to overall and economic
success (ME2: 43.33%, ME3: 30.00%, ME1: 26.67%, ME4: 18.89%, see: Fig. 4).
Together with the results of degree centrality analysis it means that the more
formal connections the central (in terms of degree and closeness) process
owners (as we know, these are R&D and Production Assembly) have in relation
to others – thus the greater the extent to which they coordinate and control most
of formal communication flows – the higher the innovation project results are. So
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we can conclude that high formal communication network degree centralization
looks positive for overall and economic innovation project success (6).
The next observation is supporting the previous one. We found that the
lower is absolute Process Planning (PP) degree centrality (either in informal or
formal network) – the higher proportionally economic and overall success is, e.g.,
overall and economic dimension looser has extremely (in comparison) central
PP. Thus, PP degree centrality in communication network showed itself inversely
related to overall and economic innovation project success (7).

4.2.2. Constraint
In our study of innovation projects we got several important findings
concerning the influence of constraint on the innovation process. First of all, stars
come into attention. Successful innovators we studied in most cases have R&D
of medium constraint (from 38% in ME1 to 61% in ME3) in their informal
networks, both in absolute numbers and in relation to other process owners. It
means that it is probably better for an innovation project success to have these
departments surrounded by some, but not too many structural holes; being
network brokers, but not overloaded with brokerage tasks. In other words, R&D
of medium constraint in informal communication network appears positive for
innovation success (8).
Meanwhile, for the other key process owner it is not so. It appeared that
the higher P&A constraint was within the informal network (ME1: 80%, ME3:
66%, ME4: 61%, ME2: 56%; see: Fig. 6), the more organizational success of the
innovation projects was achieved, proportionally: P&A constraint in informal
communication network was positively related to organizational innovation
success (9).
On the contrary, in the formal network we found that companies, which
have higher social impact of their innovation projects, had lower P&A constraint
(ME2: 0%, ME3 & ME4: 55%, ME1: 93%; see also: Fig. 8). Companies which
were more successful in the social dimension had more structural holes around
P&A in the formal network. Thus, we find that in our empirical setting P&A
constraint in formal communication network is inversely related to social
innovation success (10). Considering the dimensions of the social innovation
success, which includes stress level, self-fulfillment, and recognition of innovation
actors this finding seems plausible. Recent research indicates that formal
meetings have not positively influenced either of these categories (Neumer 2007;
Wühr et al. 2012b).
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Fig 8. – Constraint of P&A in formal communication networks
Process-owners: 1. Sales; 2. Product Planning/Design; 3. Research and Development; 4.
Process Planning; 5. Supply; 6. P&A; 7. Service.

4.2.3. Other measures
Among other interesting findings there are three coming from the analysis
of average tie strength (average frequency of communication across process
owners), average number of ties between actors and network density (the
number of existing connections divided by the number that are possible among
our 7 process owners).
First, it appeared that the share of strong informal network ties has an
association with innovation project success in economic dimension and overall.
The overall and economic leader has all informal ties strong and strong ties
shares are as follows: ME2 – 100%, ME3 – 94.74%, ME1 – 90.91%, ME4 –
40.82%. Thus, in our cases the share of strong informal ties in communication
network was positively related to overall and economic innovation project
success (11).
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Second, it appeared that overall and economic dimension leader ME2 has
lowest average number of ties across the process owners in its formal network
(0.19), while the least successful company ME4 has the highest (0.71).
Considering informal network measures confirms that having a large average
number of connections between the process owners is not good by any means.
Thus, in our study high average number of communication ties across process
owners appears negative for overall and economic innovation success (12).
Third, overall and economic leader ME2 has the lowest (and low) network
density both in informal and formal networks (12% and 9% in respective
networks), while overall and economic loser ME4 has highest (33% and 48% in
respective networks). The other two companies’ positions question relation,
however, they always have rather low (not higher than 21% in informal and 19%
in formal) network density, so at least it can be said that high density of
communication network was negative for overall and economic innovation project
success (13).
A final comparison of informal and formal communication networks of
companies also reveals some interesting results. If we look at the network
diagrams (see: Fig. 3 and 4), it seems that the most successful innovator ME2
has complementary in informal and formal structures. There, process owners,
who are not connected with formal communication ties seem to be connected by
informal communication ties instead. This complementary setting might be the
right mixture for efficient and effective innovation. However, QAP regression
procedure did not give any results significant enough to speak of compensation
for structural holes in the formal network by informal ties, or vice versa, in any of
the companies. We may ask then: if compensation of networks is not the case,
then maybe correlation between the networks is meaningful? For example, in
comparison to the informal network structure, ME1 formal network does not differ
much with the exception of the structural holes around Service and Supply. The
formal graph of ME4 also seems to match the informal, both having a high
density level. Surprisingly, QAP correlation procedure (Pearson correlation was
considered) shows that correlation between formal and informal networks
negatively influences innovation success: the less was a company's overall and
economic innovation project success, the higher is the correlation between its
formal and informal networks (from 0.014 of ME2 to 0.316 of ME4). These results
are interesting as they show that still not correlation but compensation of formal
and informal ties by each other might the factor important to innovation project
success, in spite of the fact that our cases didn't give any definite results
regarding that. However, these patterns are likely to be apparent, because the
QAP correlation procedure has shown all p-values higher that 0.05 meaning that
these correlation results could appear quite frequently even if random
permutation of the graphs was made. Nevertheless, it is important to note that
correlation and regression analyses of some other cases may provide interesting
results in future research.
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5. Conclusion and Discussion
The present study addresses the question of how communication
structures in companies influence the success of innovation projects. While a
range of studies give hints that certain, individual aspects of communication
networks, such as centrality, constraint, tie strength or density, influence
innovation success, those studies do not provide an integrative perspective on
intra-organizational communication structures and their influence on innovation
success. Using an interview dataset collected within the framework of case study
research strategy in four companies, we have shown, that some common
recognitions about innovation-related communication may be questioned. Further
we discuss the summary of our key findings and put them into the broader
context of previous studies in the field.
Centrality analysis suggests that successful innovators have the key
innovation actors – R&D and P&A – of high degree centrality in the informal
communication network and are connected with a strong communication stream.
Additionally, degree centrality level of PP appeared to negatively influence
overall and economic innovation project success: the more central PP was, the
lower were these dimensions of success, in spite of their unused innovation
potential (Fig. 5) and the importance of their planning and scheduling
manufacturing processes function. This observation may be explained by the fact
that all innovation projects needed high R&D activities as well as process
inventions in P&A. This situation is common for the whole mechanical
engineering industry and the reason why such a communication structure is
typical for the industry is probably that intense communication and knowledge
sharing of R&D and P&A with other actors are crucial for innovation project
success. Our sample contains examples of what happens if other actors take
more degree central roles. In situations when the centrality of PP grew, (for
instance when Production&Assembly was off-shored, out-sourced or the
company expanded the purchase of buy parts), and PP got additionally involved
into communication streams as a coordinator of communication, even the content
of communication changed: the subject of communication shifts from technical
issues toward more abstract process issues, which did not enhance innovation,
but imposed undesired side effects. Further tests of these findings could support
the traditional economics perspective in that the innovation process should be
organized around a few key actors, but not equally distributed between different
units involved in the innovation project. However, analysis of degree centrality
has not revealed a relation between the level of R&D and P&A degree centrality
and innovation project success. However, our findings show with more strength a
relation of innovation project success with another centrality measure: higher
overall and economic innovation project success was achieved when R&D and
P&A were higher in closeness centrality in the informal network then other actors.
This is logically coherent: since R&D and P&A are the key actors of the
innovation process, it is crucial that they, not other actors, like PP get information
and updates with minimum delay from the other departments and vice versa
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using primarily the (fastest) informal communication channels. This matches
Hansens’ idea about the importance of organizational units closeness centrality
for successful knowledge sharing; and here we also find some argument against
Love’s thesis on even distribution of communication and identify R&D and P&A
as the actors that probably should get most communicative opportunities and get
most involved in the innovation process through having advantage in informal
closeness centrality over other actors. The particular importance of R&D and
P&A communicative involvement for innovation success is also supported by a
variety of empirical studies, emphasizing that the role of P&A has shifted from
mere warranty towards a greater part in innovation (Bolte 2000; Pfeiffer 2007).
However, the analysis shows that innovation project has less success
when R&D closeness centrality in the informal network gets high in absolute
numbers, when this process owner becomes too close to others to contact
informally. This is also found in more general terms: when average closeness
centrality in any type of network, formal or informal, gets too high it – at least in
the cases studied – this appears negative for overall and economic innovation
project success. Thus, more successful cases had their key actors a bit more
closeness central, but did not allow much closeness centrality in their networks in
general. In addition, the overall and economic innovation project success was
negatively influenced by the level of inequality of actors in the informal closeness
centrality. Thus, the idea that high closeness centralization is positively related to
innovation projects efficiency, deriving from Loosemore’s work (1998) and
meaning “the more closeness centralization – the better”, does not seem to find
support in our empirical setting in our empirical context, while Shaw’s results are
more relevant. It seems coherent, because all cases cover complex mechanical
engineering projects and thus – according to Shaw’s idea – require closeness
decentralization to provide fast problem solving in line with high interaction
intensiveness and high individuals satisfaction. At the same time, the results
show that some closeness centralization focused on key innovation actors is
needed to succeed (at least in the context of our study), but difference in the
level of closeness centrality is probably not desirable.
These results are also interesting in relation to the social dimension of
innovation success. Since all companies have shown rather low scores in the
social dimension and all have rather high levels of closeness centrality of the key
actors we could express a version that lower closeness and degree centrality of
the key actors might benefit social dimension of success. Considering the
elements of social innovation success, which include stress level, self-fulfillment,
and recognition of innovation actors, this idea matches Leavitt’s (1951) results
showing that structures with lower levels of closeness centrality provide higher
satisfaction of individuals. However, the other side of low closeness centrality
according to Leavitt is the low speed of problem solving. Thus, the low level of
social success is probably the price innovation actors are paying for overall and
economic success of the innovation projects. This could explain the fact that
while all the four companies are very successful innovators in terms of overall
and economic success (see 2), they all are less successful in the social
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dimension. Nevertheless, analysis of the cases at hand gave no direct evidence
of a relation between key actors’ closeness centrality and the social dimension of
success. Besides, the high stress level of innovation actors might not be fully
explainable by communication structures. Extensive studies of the social
dimension in innovation processes reveal, that context conditions like the
increasing amounts of projects that each individual simultaneously manages,
blurring boundaries between work and life, or the decoupling of performance and
result (Wühr et al. 2012b; Menz et al. 2011; Kratzer et al. 2010; Böhle 2010) are
further important factors. Correlation analysis of some innovation laggards with
lower levels of network centralization plus lower closeness and degree centrality
of R&D and P&A might be useful to check the links between closeness centrality
and the social dimension of innovation success. It is further interesting to test
Shaw’s results comparing the cases with different levels of task complexity.
When it comes to degree centralization of the formal networks, the situation
appeared to be quite the opposite: high centralization was positive for overall and
economic innovation project success. This apparent paradox can be understood
by looking at the results in formal/informal networks and closeness/degree
centralization in complex: higher formal network degree centralization, which
allows faster reaction and discipline necessary within the complex innovation
projects, might be compensated by lower levels of closeness centrality (including
informal), which sometimes lowers interaction intensiveness and problem solving
but allows higher individuals satisfaction. This assumption, however, requires
particular empirical testing.
Another finding related to the formal network is that the companies, which
achieved higher social success of their innovation projects, had lower P&A
constraint. This means that more success in the social dimension was shown by
the companies where P&A had formal connections with those actors who are not
(directly or indirectly) closely connected to one another. This finding seems
plausible: recent research of the companies under analysis indicates that formal
meetings have not positively influenced either of the categories of social success
(Neumer 2007; Wühr et al. 2012b). This also matches Burt’s argument about the
negative influence of constraint. However, this is the case only in the social
dimension of success and in formal network: the other findings on constraint
differ. To begin with, our results indicate that medium R&D constraint in the
informal network accompanies innovation success. This could be explained with
importance of informal inter-personal communicative activity ‘around’ this key
innovation actor, providing it with a more or less stable communicative
environment, while not loading it with excessive brokerage tasks. This even more
applies to P&A: the constraint level of P&A in the informal network appeared to
be positively related to the organizational dimension of innovation success, while
no negative effect on the other dimensions of innovation project success was
noticed. As the interviews have shown, P&A did play a key role in stimulating
organizational learning through their communication activities, realizing the new
business strategy by setting up manufacturing processes which enable cost
reductions in the long run, or provide engineering or Supply with necessary
information for the new business partners. Further, those projects which pursued
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success in organizational dimensions, also achieved more success in the
technological dimension. Thus, in our empirical context, constraint effect on the
innovation project success turned to be not that linear and even positive for some
success dimensions. Stark’s view on brokers seems applicable to intraorganizational relations: sometimes brokerage may be not desirable to stimulate
innovations and collaboration within organizations.
As we have seen, centrality and constraint measures often show opposite
influence on the innovation success in formal and informal network structures.
Because there is no scholarly consensus whether innovation success requires
more formal or more informal communication, it might be hypothesized that they
compensate each other. However, the comparison of informal and formal
communication networks in relation to innovation project success through
regression procedures did not give any important results. Therefore it cannot be
indicated, whether compensation for structural holes in formal network by
informal ties, or vice versa, takes place in any of the four cases and thus we can’t
say anything about the influence of such compensation on innovation project
success. Yet, we found an interesting negative influence on innovation project
success linked to the level of correlation between formal and informal networks in
the companies. This might question applicability of Fischers’ idea (that matching
of formal and informal inter-organizational ties is positive for innovation) to intraorganizational network structure. However, the level of significance for the
correlation was not enough to make any generalizations. In future research it
may be interesting to investigate the influence the extent of mutual compensation
of centrality levels in formal and informal networks has on the innovation
success. The same refers to mutual compensation of constraint levels.
Our research also revealed a positive relation between the share of strong
informal ties in a communication network and overall and economic innovation
project success. This may be explained by the fact that project participants and
their departments worked in the same company and were already well-informed
about each others’ knowledge, so the project required less new knowledge
search within the company, instead it could bring together complex knowledge
already developed within the departments, which needs strong informal ties as
Hansen suggests (1999).
According to our findings, high average number of communication ties
across process owners as well as high density of communication network – both
in formal and informal network structures – negatively influenced overall and
economic innovation project success. This finding questions the existing
scholarly consensus that a large amount of communication is always desirable to
innovate successfully: it appears that, at least within our empirical context, more
complicated communication structure hindered innovation projects, no matter
whether it is formal or not. This may be explained by the fact that work on forging
and supporting the communication ties takes a lot of time and thus consumes the
time that could be spent on immediate innovation work. One may argue that this
depends on how individuals organize their communication and other working
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activities. Yet, individuals’ time management is being limited by organizational
settings, where a variety of formal business processes are being implemented
which include a variety of official meeting-structures. Not only attendance at
(obligatory) meetings consumes a lot of time, also the requirement of preparing
information for colleagues and management, e.g. making power-point slides to
structure information, collect relevant data from software programs like ERPSystems, etc. but also the review of meetings in minutes of meetings or follow
ups consumes considerable time. On the average innovation actors spend about
30% of their time on tasks, which are not advancing the innovation projects
(Wühr et al. 2012b). When formal ties are ineffective, informal collaboration ties
often arise and strengthen according to the needs of the actors’ workflow.
Empirical examples show the efficiency and effectiveness of informal and often
trust-based ties when problems occur, technical details are unclear or quick
solutions are needed (Heisig 1997; Porschen 2008). This is especially the case
in our context. In the four companies informal ties were established where
information to be transferred and evaluated immediately could not wait for the
next official meeting. As organizational studies have shown, formal meetings and
processes often cause more communication on an informal basis to clarify
questions and responsibilities that arise in formal communication (Wühr et al.
2012b). The lower the efficiency of formal ties was, the more it had to be
compensated for by the informal ties generating consequent overloads in the
informal communication structure, distracting the latter from its primary functions
and thus lowering innovation project success. A vivid illustration is the
abundance of informal ties in ME4 resulting to a large extent from a very dense,
but not always effective formal communication structure. Thus, the large amount
of formal communication, if not properly organized, may not benefit but instead
lower innovation success, distracting informal communication. The development
of formal communication structures requires not only consideration of formal
requirements, but also of how they will affect informal communication structures.

6. Limitations
Our study is subject to limitations, which are normal for interview-based
network research. Of course, informal networks, which constantly evolve as interpersonal relations change, were transforming, and it is possible that interviewees
could sometimes refer to different phases of informal network evolution. The
formal communication structure in the analyzed companies has also been
changing as it resulted, to a large extent, from implementing formal innovation
processes. These usually can take up to several months and in some cases even
years; and though all the four companies implemented the same type of formal
innovation processes, the status and degree of implementation differed at the
time of the empirical data collection. For example ME2 just started to implement
the formalized innovation process, when the data was collected, while ME4 had
the process already implemented and in use. As network diagrams were based
on interviewees’ actual, not formally inscribed, collaborations these differences in
the stages of formal implementation processes have not affected the results
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significantly. Yet it is clear that applying dynamic network analysis procedures
and analyzing separate phases of network evolution in further research can bring
deeper understanding and provide more detailed findings.
Following Loosemore (1998), we would also like to mention that the
influence of communication structure on innovation project success is
complicated by various factors including the content of communication, interests
of employees participating in the project, abilities and other actors’
characteristics. A separate analysis of every finding – yet considering the whole
set of other findings suggested in the paper – is necessary to make broader
generalizations.
Another limitation might stem from the fact that all four cases considered
represent the same industry within the cultural, social and economic environment
of one country – Germany – to ensure comparability of the cases. A future
comparative study involving other countries and industries will allow to generalize
the results and to further verify the findings.
While our results do not imply broad final generalizations, notable insights
can be derived on which structures of collaborative communication are favorable,
and which rather restrain innovation success. This progress in understanding
intra-organizational communication structures, so we hope, will stimulate further
systematic research and serve as a support for the practical design of
communication structures in companies.
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